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Whomp!t
This week's editorial page presents the verbal dismemberment
of Associate Editor Dick Harpooilian.

Canada?
Increasing difficulty in obtaining draft deferments has made
Canada a haven for draft resistors. To see if Canada is for you,
read the story on page 3.

'H* Rnarx For A Better Clemson University'
Clemson, S. C., Friday, February 6, 1970
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Newspaper Report Says Coach Roberts Will Resign
By BILL RHODES
Sports Editor

Roberts To Resign?
Clemson head basketball coach Bobby Roberts may be
leaving, according to newspaper reports this week. Roberts, shown here at Wednesday night's game against Duke,
refused to comment on the rumors.

Once again rumors are flying about coaching changes
to be made in the University coaching staff. This time
the rumors concern head
basketball coach Bobby Roberts.
A story published in the
Tuesday edition of the Columbia State touched off
much of the speculation, the
second time in two years
that Roberts' employment
status has been questioned.
The State reported that a

formal announcement of the
resignation will be made in
the near future. Roberts will
continue until the team finishes its season in early
March.-When contacted at home
Roberts declined comment
on the reports.
Coach Roberts was unavailable for comment after
Wednesday's loss to Duke.
Such action was unusual for
Roberts, who generally enjoys good relations with the
press.
Recently, Roberts has

come under fire from students and alumni whose letters have been published inv
The Tiger.
The State also reported
that freshman coach Art
Musselman has already accepted an assistant coaching
job at N. C. State under
Norman Sloan. Sloan coached Musselman when he
played at The Citadel in the
late 50's.
According to the State report, Musselman will replace N. C. State assistant
coach Charlie Bryant who

is quitting to enter private
Roberts took over as head
business.
coach in 1962 when Press
Last year during mid-Feb- Maravich left, moving to
ruary, with Roberts' team on N. C. State and later to Loutheir way to a 6-19 record, isiana State. In those seven
a Charlotte, N. C. radio sta- seasons, Roberts has had
tion predicted that Roberts three winning teams and
would resign at the end of has compiled a record of 75
the 1968-69 season.
wins against 97 losses. In
The station also said that 1967, he guided Clemson to
Lefty Driesell had been of- its best record ever with a
fered the Clemson job. 17-8 season;
Driesell subsequently reHis eighth Tiger team is
signed his Davidson head currently in seventh place
coaching job and took the in the eight-team ACC and
basketball duties at the Uni- is in the throes of its third
versity of Maryland.
straight losing season.

Moore Wants Return
Of Brown Donation "^
By JACK LYNCH
Staff Writer
Sr. Senator Dennis Moore
presented a resolution to the
Student Senate Monday night
which would ask the university to return Edgar
A. Brown's donation of
$100,000
The resolution added that
the university should accompany the returned donation
with a letter asking that
Brown re-contribute this money to the university for the
construction of a student union. The resolution was referred to the General Affairs
Committee.
After the senate meeting,
Moore stated that the donation does not necessarily have
to be used for a student union.
Instead, "it could be used
for scholarships, fellowships,
loans, library books, an Edgar A. Brown Memorial Parking Lot, and lots of other
areas where the university is
lacking,"he said.

Sr. Senator Jerry Bodie
asked the Judiciary Committee to "take heed and amend
this bill" to make it more attractive to Cox.
However, the bill remained
unchanged and passed.
President's Cabinet representative Gary Clary announced that student government president Danny Hunt's
reapportionment plan was not
ready to be introduced this
week, but would be ready by
next week.
Clary then nominated senior Louis Mathis and sophomore Edward Moore as cochairmen of the Academic Affairs Committee. Though Mathis had been defeated as
chairman nominee last week,
the senate passed his and
Moore's nomination as cochairmen.

Moore also presented a resolution requesting that the
school rings be re-designed to
get rid of the rifle and sword
in the design. This resolution
was sent totheresolutioncommittee.

Dean Walter Cox had previously vetoed the bill saying
that the university does not
intend to get into the beer
business, especially since there
would be too many political
obstacles caused by the state
legislature.
Sr: Senator Miki Mikolajczyk, who re-introduced the
Judiciary-Committee sponsored bill, said Cox had not
given sufficient reason for vetoing the bill.
However, Sr. Senator Guy
Sanders asked what Mikolajczyk considered a sufficient
reason.

Moore

Ravenel Campaign
Group Plans Action
Dennis Moore, a spokesman for
the group, said Wednesday that officers will be elected and that a
speaker from Greenville will address
the group. The speaker is closely
involved . with the Ravenel campaign, according to Moore.
"We'll discuss Ravenel's plans,
platforms and the function of our
group,"said Moore.
Ravenel is the only declared candidate for the Republican for governor and ia considered a "progressive "by political observers.
Ravenel a Charleston businessman, spoke to the Young Republicans Club here last November. However Moore emphasized that the current campaign for Ravenel is not
connected with the YR Club. Moore
resigned last week as president of the
Young Republicans in order to join
the Ravanel movement.

tee said the budget was not explicit enough. He added that
in several areas student government has been overspending.
Sr. Senator Sara Karesh of
the Student Organizations and
Affairs Committee presented a
petition for recognition of Phi
Delta Chi. The petition was
approved.

Students Pick
9
'Rock Music

i

The Arthur Ravenel For Governor Committee, composed of students and several members of the'
faculty, will hold a meeting Tuesday
night at 7:30 p.m. in room one of
Kinard Hall.

By JIM FORTH
Staff Writer

A constitutional amendment
was introduced by Sr. Senator Mike Smith stating that
when the, vice president for
student affairs vetoed a bill
and the senate over-rode that
An announcement was
veto, the bill would go to the made by Sr. Senator Sharon
university president. This Manley of the Academic Afamendment was sent to the fairs Committee that a passJudiciary Committee.
fail system would be institutedl
Smith also asked the senate next semester for first semesto investigate the funds pro-, ter freshmen.
vided for the major service
Sr. Senator Jerry Bodie of
organizations and to find outt
the cost of the Edgar Brown the Traffic and Grounds committee announced that the
room.
quality of the food in the canSoph. Senator Bill Allison teen meets the minimum stanof the General Affairs Commit- dards of the state.

The senate passed a bill for
'the second time that would
provide for the university to
sell beer at school functions.

Jr. Senator Bill Evans asked
Senate to attach a letter to the
bill to explain to Cox why the
senate had repassed the bill.
Senate President Jimmy Foster said that he would consider this motion.

WSA Board
Delays Trial

U.S. Congressman AlbertWatson,
who most observers feel will provide
most of Ravenel's opposition, will
speak to the Young Republicans
Thursday at 7 p.m. in the auditorium
of Brackett Hall.

The majority of the students questioned in
WSBF's Music Preference Poll Wednesday said
they preferred "rock" music over other types.
Of the 618 students who were asked fhequestion "What type (s) of music do you prefer,"
344 said they liked rock.
The second most popular type of music was
progressive (hard rock, psychedelic), with 44
per cent of those questioned reporting that they
liked it.
Following rock and progressive, in descending order, were soul (36 per cent),folk (26 per
cent), easy listening, country, classical, soundtrack (broadway shows, etc.), and jazz.
In addition, 316 students (51 per cent of
those questioned) revealed that they were dissatisfied with WSBF programming as it now
stands, while 50 per cent said they were satisfied with the news and sports departments.
The poll also revealed that most students
(based on those questioned) listened to WSBF
between 8 and 12 p.m.
The final question on the mimeographed
form asked for suggestions for improving the
programming of the station.
Some of the most frequent comments (other
than the obscenities scribbled in conspicuous
places) asked for more hard rock, more editorials, and better, closed-circuit AM quality.
In addition, many of those questioned ex-1
pressed a strong dislike for the tapes played
and also complained that WSBF could not
be picked up in some of the dorms.
Rick Oborn, chairman of the Board of Directors of WSBF, attributed the poor reception
to the recent vandalism on campus.
"If they'd quit cutting our cables," he said,
"we might be able to reach all the dorms."
Oborn was obviously pleased with the results of the poll. "I think our format shows
about what the poll shows — that we are conforming to what students want," he said.
"However," he added, "we'll probably change
our programming to place a little more emphasis on rock music, since that's what most students seem to like."

The Women's Judicial Board Wednesday
night postponed a ruling on three defendants
due to a lack of prosecuting evidence.
Richard Harpootlian, defense attorney, asked if the Board had any witnesses or statements by witnesses and was told, "It's not
our business to get witnesses, only to hear the
facts."
The first defendant had been accused of
leaving the dorm by • a second story window
and returning after curfew, according to a
statement given to the Board by Pat Brewer,
head resident of Mauldin Hall.
Harpootlian said his defendant did not have
to testify unless the board was prepared to
prosecute. One board member commented,
"Well, it's obvious she was two and a half
hours late.
"I'm sure we could get Mrs. Brewer to come
over and testify if we want to."
Again Harpootlian asked for witnesses and
reminded the court of their "responsibility to
prosecute." At this point the court was cleared
and a decision was made to postpone the trial
on grounds of "insufficient evidence to prosecute. "
Harpootlian commented after the hearing
that "the board is entirely sincere, but their
course of action is a farce."
A third defendant accused of the same charge
was defended by Attorney Tom Brown.
"The case was postponed the same as the
others," said Brown, "because of hear-say
evidence."
Brown said the hearing had little semblance
to a court of law.
"Guilty until proven innocent seems to be
the court's attitude," Brown said. "I really
[couldn't believe it."
The hearing of the Women's Judicial Board
ditional appearance Monday. The
absence of his shadow is indicative was the first session attended by male defense
attorneys.
of something.

Seeing His Shadow?
Grace Slick's groundhog, the only
known albino-blue, long-eared species in the Southeast, made a tra-

Saturday Classes May End
By MIKE FORTH
Staff Writer
Kenneth Vickery, dean of
admissions and chairman of
the scheduling committee, said
Wednesday that it might be
possible to phase out Saturday classes for juniors and
seniors by the fall semester.
He also said itmightbepossible to eliminate Saturday
classes for freshmen and sophomores by the beginning of
the second semester next year.
Vickery explained that for
a number of reasons a massive schedule readjustment
would take "time." One big
problem is the lack of physical space to scheduling all two
and three-hour labs during a
5-day week, he said.
He stated that some department heads are content with
the way things are set up now
because of this potential problem.
Another problem, according to Vickery, is that, in order
to compact a six-day week into a five-day week, several
classes might have to be

lengthened to seventy-five
minute periods.
Some professors, he said, do
not think freshmen are prepared to be subjected to this
situation. These professors
think that a compact schedule
wouldn't give students enough
time between classes for absorption of the class material,
he added.
"The elimination of Saturday classes is not a new project," said Vickery. "We have
been working on this for two
or three years."
He said 266 sections of the

more than 1500 sections last
semester experimented with
ways of compacting the sixday week.
Of these, there were 91 sections with 75 minute class
periods, and 38 sections that
"scrambled" classes to different days.
Mock computer scheduling
has also begun to determine
the feasibility of such a plan,
said Vickery. All of this, he
said, has been done in preparation for the possible elimination of Saturday classes.

Grubb Says Activism
Dates To Middle Ages
Dr. Alan Grubb of the history department told the
Young Democrats Tuesday
night that student activism
"came from the Middle Ages,
a period of turmoil and student power."

Grubb's talk was on "The
Role of the Student in History." He briefly discussed the
history of student movements,
and afterward held a question
and answer discussion period.
What he meant by "students in

Five Men Selected As Distinguished Alumni
Five University alumni, all natives
of South Carolina who have achieved
prominence in their particular fields,
have been named recipients of the institution's 1970 Distinguished Alumni
awards, the Alumni Association's highest honor.
The awards will be presented at the
annual Alumni Banquet here June 13,
a highlight of reunion weekend when
hundreds of former students return to
campus.
The recipients, chosen by the Alumni
National Council from nominations
made by all alumni, are:
Milton D. Berry (Class of 1913) of
Atlanta, Ga., retired communications
engineer; States Rights Finley (1918)
of Lookout Mountain, Tenn., retired
electric power board chairman; William J. Clapp (1923) of St. Petersburg,

I

Fla., former utilities corporation president; Thomas S. Millford (1929) of
Clemson, printing company owner;
and Charles E. Hammond (1942) of
Pittsburgh, Pa., president of a major
corporation.
The five, whose selections were announced by Alumni Association President George H. Aull, Jr., of Columbia,
join 51 other alumni honored in previous years.
Berry and Clapp are Greenville natives. For 41 years, from his graduation at Clemson through 1954, Berry
worked continuously with Southern
Bell Telephone Co. At retirement he
was construction program engineer at
the company's general office in Atlanta.
His assignments, most of them in en-

gineering, carried him into the nine
states served by Southern Bell.
Clapp joined the Florida Power Corp.
as a commercial engineer in 1925,
rising to become its president in 1952.
He was a pioneer in the new atomic
power field by planning the Florida
Nuclear Power Group's central Florida
plant in 1960. Clapp retired from the
utilities company in 1968 and now
does consulting engineer work.
Finley, who was born in York, stepped down last year at the age of 70
after 31 years with the Electric Power
Board of Chattanooga, Tenn. — a
career which saw him rise from chief
engineer to chairman. He - won the
American Public Power Association's
Distinguished Service Award in 1956
and has been listed in Who's Who in
America for 12 consecutive years.

Vickery also pointed out
that a survey of 864 juniors
and seniors was made in
March, 1969, to determine the
opinion of students toward
Saturday classes.
The survey a class project
of Dr. Louis Henry, assistant
professor of English, indicated that students liked Saturday classes.
Vickery commented that the
poll probably meant students
were more willing to tolerate
Saturday classes than tohave
their classes crowded into the
middle of the week.

A Johnston native, Millford went to
work 31 years ago — immediately after
graduation — at Chamber Print Shop
on the University campus and has been
at Clemson ever since, except for Army
duty. In 1945 Millford became owner
of the business, which is now known as
Clemson Printers and has moved from
its old campus site into modern quarters near the university.
Hammond became president of Westinghouse Electric'Corp.'s new consumer product unit last year in the company's major realignment of top management. Born in Fairfax, Hammond
joined Westinghouse on the graduate
student training course in 1946, serving
in marketing and management positions in Los Angeles, San Francisco
and Pittsburgh prior to becoming
president.

DR. GRUBB

history," Grubb remarked,
"were those periods when students were involved in movements or idealogical projects,
even if they were not successful. From these periods
stemmed nationalism and liberalism."
The reason for student power during the Middle Ages,
Grubb explained, was that the
students paid the professors'
salaries, and the universities
tor the most part were isolated parts of the community."
After the Middle Ages, student power and university influence and prestige decreased 7
until its power was virtually
nonexistent; but as Grubb explained, in the 1890s, the
"Spirit of revolt among students returned," and studentt
power, began growing again.
Grubb also discussed the
Romanticism of the eighteenth
century, calling it "the easiest
to describe but the hardest to
comprehend. It made the public realize the presence of students. As schools of these recognized youth, the universities returned as the centr of
new ideas."

t

OPEN COLUMN
"Clemson encourages freedom of expression, for only through sucK freedom can a
university fulfill its function of enlarging
and transmitting knowledge."
R. C. Edwards
Greenville News
January 28, 1970
DENNIS BOLT, Editor-in-Chief
JOHN NORTON, Associate Editor

DICK HARPOOTLIAN, Associate Editor

RANDAL ASHLEY, Executive News Editor
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Big Brother
Americans who fear alien philosophies and ideologies often conceive of these unfamiliar frames of
reference as monolithic threats to
traditional domestic values. Judging from the current trend in government intelligence, there could
be much more to fear at home.
Sen. Sam Ervin, D-N. C, Tuesday blasted the Army and other
government agencies for creating
"monsters of surveillance whose
very existence is often a form of
coercion" to squash political protest.
It seems that the federal government, operating through numerous
organs, maintains a ubiquitous network of investigators and information centers to keep records on
private citizens who espouse or participate in anti-war programs and
other means of expression unpopular with the government.
According to Sen. Ervin, information gathered by federal agencies is fed into "instant recall" data
banks, and the information is often
third-hand and hearsay. Ervin calls
the data banks "garbage bins for
the products of unwarranted invasions of privacy" and a flagrant violation of citizens' First Amendment
guarantees of freedom of speech
and assembly.
CONUS, the Army's secret data
bank and intelligence outfit, utilizes newspaper clippings on campus and city protest and dissent,
and intelligence agents working for'
CONUS often file data based on'
casual conversations.
In many cases, the federal government's effort to keep up with
dissent and protest is augmented

by harassment from local authorities. The Senate debate on the Selective Service System being used
as a weapon to punish anti-war protestors is common knowledge.
One Clemson student whose father is a former county draft board
member told The Tiger this week
that his father reported former
board members had kept files on
dissident students.
The government does indeed
have a right to protect itself, indirectly the people, from sedition and
sabotage or other threats to the
country. The government does not
have a right to keep its fingers in
the business of every citizen who
might publicly oppose national policy.
We shudder to think of the ways
intelligence data could, be used
against citizens. For example, a
college student who participated in
the October Vietnam Moratorium
could be refused a government job
when U.S. Senators participated in
the same moratorium.
Perhaps a local draft board might
refuse to grant a medical deferment
to a student who has publicly criticized American policy in Vietnam.
Such a massive intelligence network has the real potential of totalitarian dictatorship, if it is not curbed immediately. If the government
is determined to keep records on
dissident citizens, such records
should be made available to these
citizens, and they should be informed of every investigation.
CONUS and other domestic spy
agencies are an affront to the liberties granted in the First Amendment and every leading Supreme
Court decision affirming the inviolability of those liberties.
Remember the Gestapo?

Hunt's Hassle
Monday night the Student Senate will vote on the Senate Reapportionment Bill. Student Body
President Danny Hunt has labored
long to get this piece of legislation
through the Senate and into student body referendum.
The bill would separate the dormitories into some 40 voting precincts, each of which will elect their
senator to represent them in the
student senate. The Student Senate is at present elected by class
without regard to any geographical
representation.
The senate passed a bill last year
which appointed senators to represent halls and asked (the original
bill required) the senators to hold
hall meetings to collect student
opinion and ideas. The senators,
true to form, didn't bother to hold
the meetings and thus the bill was

merely impressive rhetoric.
Hunt's plan will provide a great
majority of students with daily contact with their senators and thus
the exchange of ideas and opinions
will increase greatly.
The senate may feel threatened
by the idea because for a. great
many of them it will result in a fear
of not being re-elected.
If they have worked hard in the
senate, surely the students who live
around them will realize this and
allow them to return.
The senate meets Monday night
at 8 p.m. in room 30 of the chemistry building. All students who
feel they haven't been represented
by their senators should be there
to express their disapproval of the
present system and to help Hunt
lobby for approval of his legislation.

Columnist's Vintage Questioned
Dear Mr. Harpootlian,
If there be any truth to the
old adage that ignorance is
bliss then, indeed, you must
be one of the happiest people
on this campus. Granted that
your tongue is glib and that
words flow freely and smoothly from your pen, but after
reading your fabulous editorial "The 80 Proof University"
we wonder about the vacuous
cavity between your ears
where a brain usually goes.
Now don't get us wrongit's not that we don't appreciate what you had to say in
that article. In fact, we are
rather grateful. Having also
read Dr. (sic) Edwards' report, we were desperately in
need of someone to interpret
the "attitudes" and "philosophy" contained therein.
Although just a little might
have been lost in the transla-

tion, you still did a marvelous job of "stimulating" our
minds. In fact, we were so stimulated that we thought we
might contribute some of our
own ideas.
First of all, about the "Clemson
Trade School." We
thought our purpose for coming to Clemson was so that
we might have useful careers
for ourselves and that we
might be of service to society
in some small way. It goes
without saying that everyone
needs to be trained in some
manner, fashion, or form if he
is to have any kind of useful
career. The difference comes
in how one is trained.
A trade school trains its
students to perform one specific task in life —one particular
job. On the other hand, the
university trains its students
to think — to be versatile and

to be able to adapt to the varied situations they encounter
after they are a functioning
part of society.
Do you perhaps think, Mr.
Harpootlian, that you have
not been trained in any way
since you have been at Clemson? Could it be you don't
need training? We wonder.
And now, good sir, about
those "mechanics" you mentioned. You wouldn't, by any
chance, be referring to the
engineers on campus, would
you? You know...those idiots
who "fumble" slide rules and
mess around labs all afternoon. Oh . yes, they're also
the "technological whiz kids"
who "rape our resources and
pollute us to death in the name
of the almighty dollar..."
But worst of all, they are
neither intellectuals nor scholars and probably "aren't very

MAN
DEMONSTRATING HIS
SUPERIORITY OVER
ANIMALS.

By JOHN NORTON
Associate Editor
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Psychologist's Drug Talk
Found Offensive By Prof
Dear Sir,
Recently I had occasion to
ask a student about the quality of the counseling service on
campus. He mentioned Dr.
Virginia Hardie's name and
then convulsed in laughter.
Between giggles he mentioned
something about her being
out of touch with reality. After reading her comments in
the Tiger about drug users
("emotionally sick people...
most users become bums and
moochers.") I agree with the
student. If this is the nature
of the "help" around here,
Clemson kids are in big trouble.
Stephen Appell
Instructor in History
P.S.
A little advice: Under no circumstances should any Clemson student answer surveys
concerning drug usage on
campus. While it may sound
paranoid it is possible that
you might wind up in jail.

Bagels
Dear Sir,
The twenty-four breasts of
our twelve membersareburning with anguish. Our recent

LETTERS AND COMMENTS

survey and study into the
recent VD epidemic has come
up with a terrifying discovery.
The recent outbreak of VD at
Clemson University has not
been caused by "wild sex parties" at Clemson (as there
have not been any here since
1889). The recent outbreak can
only be attributed to the custodian products of the vending
machines.

vending company. We furthermore demand that the company take out the old stuff and
put in:
Bagels, Anchovies, Ice
Cream, Sandwiches, Subs,
Beer and Ale, Fruit, Peperoni,
Antiposto, and Garlic Bread.
Gamahunchidlv yours,
AFUT

Archaic

Dear Sir,
It has just been brought to
my attention about weekend
restrictions in the girls dorm.
Many girls sign out for
Christmas vacation and did
not think to have itapproved.
They had just finished with
exams and were in a hurry
to go home and did not have
their cards approved.
Due to this "Failure to have
card approved before leaving
Christmas vacation." they received a weekend restriction.
The funny thine is that it is
now February when action is
As we approach Moe Hum- taken, and theoffensehappened in December.
mer day, we ask that all ClemWhat will happen if the girls
son Students stop buying the forget to have their card apcrepuscular products of the proved before the summer?
Will they be restricted when
thev return in September?
At many other schools in
flie country there are coed
dorms with no restrictions and
no signing out. Girls aren't
watched over because their
parents trusted them enough
to send them off to school.
College is supposed to cater
to the students. Clemson caters
to tradition and will not open
their eves to what else is going on elsewhere. Coed dorms
are becoming common
of expression objectionable, I throughout the country, but
could not disagree with your unheard of at Clemson.
decision. The court's order
Clemson had better wake
was regrettable, but unfortunately necessary. The only up prettv soon and get with
sensible idea now is to try to the times and stop worrying
about the perfect town of
make the transition with as Clemson.
little upset as possible.
DISGUSTED CLKMSON
Margaret Perry
STUDENTS

Damn the vending man. As
the Clemson Students go running to the Infirmary to get
their shots, the vending machine man sits comfortably
counting his filthy money. Well
count your money while you
can Mr. Vending man. AFUT
knows what you are doing, and
your days are numbered at
Clemson. You will pay for all
the suffering you have caused.
Clemson Gentlemen are sick
and tired of eating your blue
gubers for fifteen cents.

Dr. Pearce Receives Apolo
relation Is Inevitable

Dear Sir,
I should like to apologize
for my defamation of the char
acter of Dr. John Pearce in
last week's Tiger. After a rather pleasant chat with Dr.
Pearce, I found him to be a
sensible andquiteunderstanding person.
Concerning the issue of Saturday classes. Dr. Pearce explained that at present several
of the colleges are overcrowded (e.g. architecture. To remedy this we need more space,
and to get this space we need
funds.

Daniel Building, Strode Tower, and the Graduate Research
Center. Funds for these buildings were appropriated some
three years ago, and since then
Clemson has received no significant funds for construction
projects from the state government.
Until we get these needed
funds, we will continue to be
overcrowded and will still be
stuck with Saturday classes.
So enjoy it—it cannot be remedied at the moment.
Don Campbell

Desegregate

So the entire problem lies
in Clemson's inability to ap- Dear Sir,
I have a few comments to
propriate funds from the state
legislature. The newest build- make about your editorial,
ings on our campus are the "Sixteen Years Later ..."

!

First, if you check your facts,
I believe you will find that direct responsibility for the recent desegregation decision
does not rest with the Supreme
Court. It rests with Judge
Clement Haynsworth, whowas
recently rejected as a Supreme Court Justice, or
grounds of racism.

Your editorial also makes
some rather pointed remarks
about the lack of intelligence
among southerners. Being
from the south is not necessarily synonymous with being
stupid. Asa matter of record,
are not all four Tiger editors
southern? Am I to assume
that you include yourselves or

— need I say more?
I, too, am southern, and like
all people, I possess prejudices. Unlike some, however,
I am (and have been) making a
conscious effort to rid myself
of them. Most people realized
that the needed transition was
going to be painful for all concerned. But it is most painful
for the children involved. And
I think you will admit that, because of the extra busing involved, the changewillbeeven
harder for blacks than for
whites.
You cast doubts on the sincerity of desegregation attempts, which I disagree with,
but cannot refute. However,
although I found your manner

functional in society." Mr.
you have often taken a look
Harpootlian, may we ask you
at the social problems around
just what your major is? us, Mr. Harpootlian, and airCould it perchance be some- ed your views as to what
where in the field of liberal should be done about them
arts? If so, just what the devil
(perhaps a major contribudo you know about engineer- tion to air pollution at Cleming?
son). But what, pray tell, are
In your article you seem to you prepared to do about
imply that these people aren't them? At least the engineers
functional in society anddon't are in a position to do somecare about the world's social thing.
problems. On our campus, in
You may disagree with these
particular, this may appear to
opinions about the impact of
be true, but try looking at such men as Henry Ford,
the situation this way, as exRobert Goddard. Edison,
pressed by one notable engithe Wright Brothers. These
neer: "...engineering students
men and others like them have
are in the process of prepar- influenced our lives more than
ing to attack these problems
all of the social revolutionin the most effective manner
aries and philosophers. What
of any group on our univer- would our lives be like today
sity campuses. Many of them,
if men of this breed had never
in fact, will be the leaders of the
existed? And what shape
real revolution — the revolu- would the world be in if our
tion in living standards and universities produced onlv
social structure that occur as
scholars and intellectuals?Olia result of technological ver Wendel Holmes once
change."
wrote: "The world's great men
As for pollution and other have not commonly been
such problems of society, con- scholars, nor its great scholsider the following comment: ars great men."
"The technical community is
There are many more views
frequently held responsible
from your article we would
for most of the world's social ills... In some cases we care to comment on, Mr. Harare clearly to blame for these pootlian, but neither time nor
space allows us to do so.
problems, but ordinarily most
Perhaps we have misconof us are no more responsible strued
your words, but we
for the social ills of this coun- are certain you will forgive
try than any other citizen...We us (considering the excellent
are just beginning to acquire job you did on Edwards' rethe tools that may provide so- port. As for your opinions
lutions to some of these prob- on certain groups of people, *
lems (which have built up over we suggest you learn how
a period of time) — our cri- they live and work before you
tics, however, demand instant pass judgment on them.
solutions to problem* that
And finally, for the benefit
were identified only yesterof your personal attitudes, we
day."
The technological world is leave you with this thought
working on these problems from James Russell Lowell:
"The devil loves nothing betand each engineer or scientist
"is responsible for using his ter than the intolerance of rebest judgment on the long- formers. "
Harold C. Amick Jr., Frank
term impact of his actions
and to see that at least a frac-. S. Bland, Robert F. Drennan
tion of these actions is going Jr., Bruce Rayle.JohnM. Yarbrough, Robert A. Henning,
to help solve some of the major problems of our times." and 30 other junior and senior engineering majors.
Over the past few months

Founded by the Class of 1907 and published at Clemson weekly
except school holidays during the school year by students
of Clemson University. The Tiger is South Carolina's oldest
college newspaper. The opinions expressed herein do
not necessarily reflect the views of the administration.
the faculty or the student body as a whole.
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Post Office, Clemson, S. C.
Box 2097, University Station, Clemson, South Carolina 29631: Office
Phone 654-2421, Ext. 274. ...

•Senator Edward Kennedy's committee on the
draft has come out with a proposal which will
remove all student deferments in a wartime situation, in order to make the draft truly democratic. Ostensibly, the recommendation is a joke.
True democracy does not include impressment,
be it impressment of some or all. If Congress or
the President wishes to do something democratic,
they can make military service voluntary.
There comes a time when one sickens over the
measures taken in the name of democracy. Democracy, to me, is the right of the people to choose
what they wish to do — be it go to hell. If the
country is unwilling to fight — if an individual
is unwilling to fight — it is their right in a democracy to choose not to do so. The debt owed by an
individual to the society in which he lives cannot
be dying. Dying is too high a price to pay to live.
It would seem that taxes would be sufficient payment for the right to live in any given society.
But in our society, if one chooses not to fight
he may emigrate or go to jail. Oh yes, one may
be a conscientious objector — but then you are
required to prove to your local board that you
are a religious fanatic — and that your religion
happens to be anti-draft in nature. Even then,
the decision is left to the upright citizens of the
country, who in most cases wouldn't recognize
sincerity (if forced to get that close to it), and
if they did recognize it, would be unable to cope
with the fear it aroused in their patriotic breasts.
Yet Senator Kennedy and his committee appear to be unconcerned about this aspect of military service. Their purpose seems to be to insure
that each young American has an equal chance
of dying to preserve the right to live.
Interestingly, student deferments will be removed only in a wartime situation. Does this
mean that Congress must declare war? An unlikely event in the age of nuclear power. No, it
means that whenever the President and his advisors bungle us into a "protective" situation, students will rise to answer their country's call — a
rise occasioned not by patriotic fervor but by the
fixed bayonet of conscription.
There is, however, another possibility lurking
deviously in the background of the committee's
recommendation. It is quite possible that Kennedy and his fellows realize what chaos the removal of student deferments could cause. Universities without students, a nation without
youthful leaders, could create a disastrous situation for America.
Perhaps the committee hopes that by eliminating student deferments, national leadership
will be forced to greatly hasten the end of this
war and to think carefully about entering another
one. If this is the case, the trust they place in
the national leadership is rather remarkable.
I for one am sure that the "national leadership" is quite capable of destroying every young
mind in this country qualified for' military service — probably without realizing what they
have done until it's too late.
Hindsight has become a great American political tradition.
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Canadian Emigration Final Alternative
By GERALD GARRETT
and
RICHARD STREET

The increasingly stringent rules on obtaining
exemptions from the draft have created a dilemma for thousands of draft-eligible men in the
United States.
Permanent deferments (4-F's, 1-Y's, 3-A's,
etc.) are becoming virtually impossible to get,
and many men find themselves in a position of
having to fight in a war they do not support.
The growing discontent with the Vietnam war
has resulted in many attempts to avoid military
service, but most alternatives are effectively
thwarted by various federal rulings.
However, one alternative still proves workable. It seems that one can emigrate to a country not sympathetic to U.S. policy in Vietnam and
be safe from the draft.
The Committee to Aid American War Objectors, with its office in Vancouver, British Columbia, reports, "An American who is classified 1-A,
or who has received a notice to report for his physical, or who has received a notice to report for

induction, has no greater difficulty — formally, at
least — in entering and remaining in Canada than
does any other American."
However, it is not as easy as it may seem, the
pamphlet warns. For those men contemplating
draft evasion by this method, there are many facts
which must be understood and taken into account.
The first thing to know about emigration to
Canada is that there are several prohibited classes under the Immigration Act. These include,
persons who are members of, or associates of, any
organization subversive to democratic government, persons who are known to have been involved in drugs, "persons who have been convicted of or admit to having committed any crime
involving moral turpitude" ("moral turpitude" is
not defined), prostitutes, homosexuals, alcoholics,
mentally defective persons, and persons wno nave
been found guilty of espionage or other political
offenses of similar magnitude against "Her Majesty or any of Her Majesty's allies."
There are three statuses a non-Canadian may
have in Canada: landed immigrant, student, or
visitor.

VALENTINE DAY
IS SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 14th

The best status for the purpose of avoiding
the draft is the first. By definition, a landed immigrant is a person who has been lawfully admitted to Canada for permanent residence.
A landed immigrant differs from a citizen in
that he may not vote in some elections, cannot
obtain a Canadian passport, and may be deported
for certain offenses, among other things.
However, the Canadian government does not
deport landed immigrants for draft evasion from
the U.S.
To apply for this status, one must fill out a
rather lengthy application form, either in person
at the border or by mail from outside Canada, or
be nominated by a close relative who is either a
Canadian citizen or a landed immigrant.
The applicant is then judged by the Immigration Department on the basis of health, character (does he belong to one of the prohibited classes?), ability to support himself in Canada, education, personal qualities (initiative, etc.), and occupational demand (is his skill needed in Canada?), along with several other minor points.
Once he is accept for the status, an immigrant
is safe from the draft. However, if he does not
renounce his American citizenship, he cannot enter the U.S. within five years from his date of entry into Canada — otherwise, he is subject to arrest for draft evasion. If he does renounce his
citizenship, he may enter the U.S. at will.
The second status, that of a student, is not as

good as that of a land immigrant, but it gets the
applicant out of the draft. To get this classification, one must be accepted into a Canadian university or college.
The third status, the visitor, is a temporary
status (six months, at most) and is virtually use?
less in permanently escaping the draft.
The tense part of escaping to Canada is the
actual crossing of the border.
The best precaution to take before entering is
to look "straight" and respectable, according to
most pamphlets on the subject.
Although some border guards have a personal
bias against war objectors, this in no way reflects
the official policy of the Canadian government.
Many agencies have been set up in Canada by
American war resistors to assist men who want
to avoid the draft. For more complete information on the subject, write to one of these agencies.
HOW TO GET A
DOCTOR OF DIVINITY DEGREE
Doctor of Divinity degrees are issued by Universal
Life Church, along with a 10-lesson course in the
procedure of setting up and operating a non-profit
organization. For a free will offering of $20 we will
send you, immediately, all 10 lessons in one package
along with the D.D. certificate.
UNIVERSAL LIFE CHURCH
BOX 6575
HOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA 33021

BOXED CANDY
WRAPPED FREE FOR GIFT OR MAILING

A disease threatens South Carolina -

HEART SHAPED

Boxed Candy

79c to $4.98
FREE WRAPPING

RUST CRAFT

Valentine Cards

5c to $1.00
LARGE ASSORTMENT

Plush Animals

It has brought smog, dumped
garbage, poisoned air and water.
It has brought death to trees . . .
to fish and birds ... to
animals . . . and people.
ITS CARRIER IS MAN!

Valentine Gifts

THROUGHOUT STORE
98c to $4.98
m&SHPSIB'

CLEMSON, S. C.

5 & 10c STORE

It is ominously threatening our coastal waters with chemical
wastes and oil slicks - our air" with irritants and stench.
It comes under the guise of "progress" - of "more money."
It is encouraged by politicians and chamber of commerce
types willing to sell the hour at the expense of the years.
It will rape our coast to reap huge profits for its golden idol
- the cash register.
It kills marshes - nature's masterpieces of 20,000 years'
work. Fish and shellfish depend on marshes for their life
cycle. Men depend on fish for food. And in Beaufort County
3,000 depend on fishing to make a living.

RCA
On Campus
Interviews

It comes from Germany. It is pollution from Badische Anilin
und Soda Fabrik (BASF).
We are not willing to swap our birthright of
clean air, pure water, clean beaches, and
marine life for a mess of chemicals.

February 9,1970

We need your help. Your children-to-be
need your help NOW!

Engineering Rotational
Programs or Direct Assignments

Computer Sales
and Systems

BS and MS candidates in Engineering:
interview RCA, on campus, for our
Engineering Rotational Programs,
Manufacturing Management Development
Program or Direct Assignments in the
area of your skills. Openings are in
Research, Design, Development,
Manufacturing Engineering,
or Materials Management.

BS, BA and MBA candidates: interview RCA,
on campus, for our Computer Sales and
Systems Program. The program consists of
ten weeks of formal training at Cherry Hill,
New Jersey that will provide you with a
broad knowledge of the field of your
choice — Sales or Systems — followed by
an assignment at one of our field sales
offices located throughout the United States.
You will be working directly with the complete
Spectra 70 family of computers which are
highlighted by large-scale communications
and time-sharing applications.
See your placement officer to arrange an
interview with the RCA Representative.
Or write to RCA College Relations, Dept. EC,
Building 205-1, Camden, New Jersey 08101.
We are an equal opportunity employer.

We are challenging big government and big
business. We insist a full, impartial study of
its effects be made before this monster can
begin to build.
We want the politicians to know how the people feel. These waters belong to us!
HELP US! ALL THAT'S AT STAKE IS TOMORROW
AND TOMORROW AND TOMORROW!
PLEASE FILL IN, CLIP, AND MAIL TO
C.A.B.C, P. O. BOX 5081
HILTON HEAD ISLAND, S. C. 29928

NAME
ADDRESS

HELP US GET THE FACTS!
GET A PETITION FROM US. HAVE
YOUR PARENTS AND RELATIVES SIGN.

ItC/l

I'LL HELP!

ZIP CODE

COUNTY

CITIZENS ASSOCIATION OF BEAUFORT COUNTY
RUFUS L. TAYLOR, President
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Singing Bridge Falls
After Train Passes
By TOM PRIDDY
Staff Writer

The Waste Land
Photographer David Liiilejohn again
shows o« his concern for the eroding
America with his picture of the wasting

American- countryside. This _ dried-up
creek bed is just another example of the
disdain man has for the world around him.

Streisand Sparkles
With First Film Roll
By MICHAEL SMITH
Features Editor
(Ed. note. "Funny Girl" is
currently playing at the Belvedere Cinema In Anderson.)
Producer William Wyler
spent several million dollars
letting Barbra Streisand play
Barbra Streisand In the motion
picture "Funny Girl."
Fortunately for the people
spending their money for this
project, Barbra does herself
well. In fact, she justifies the
whole affair.

"Funny Girl" is about Fannie Brice, a vaudeville singer,
dancer, and comedienne, who
became the number one attraction for the famed Zeigfield Follies.
Along the way, she meets
Nicky Arnstein, a gambler
and a stud who marries her
and almost ruins her career.
The movie concerns her conflict as she is torn between
Arnstein and her career as
an entertainer.
Streisand
plays herself
beautifully. She makes no pretentions that she Is trying to do

Monte Cirlo Coupe

Chevy Makes All of Them
SEE THEM AT

MAULDIN CHEVROLET
Mechanic Street

Pendleton
LOOKING FOR

GOOD FOOD
i■
COME TO THE

TIME INN DRIVE-IN RESTAURANT
T
I
M
I

I
IN
N

MONDAY SPECIAL
Bar-B-Q Plate-Reg. 95c-Only 79c
WED. A THURS.
V* FRY CHICKEN - - - 74c
F.F.. BUw, Lettuce * Tomatoes
• Drive In • Chicken • Short Orders
• Bar-B-Q 9 Steaks • Shakes fe Fries

Phone In Now-Pick-Up in 5 Min.
882-3827

FOOD
N. First

Seneca, S. C.

Send a LoveBundle
for Vfedentines Week.

This whole review is a mistake. I'm sure you'll agree
with me if you stick it out
■ and ever finish reading this.
You're never supposed to
review a CDA concert. That's
not the purpose of it. You go
to a concert not to really listen
to the music, but because you
are going with a girl.
You know that, the groups
know that, the CDA knows
that, but I don't know that.
So, I'm going to do it.anyway.
I wasn't going to write anything at all, but during the
show, I just got too much
cannon fodder to let it go to
waste.
The Funky Soul Train started off at a disadvantage wi th
out even playing a note as far
as I was concerned. The last
concert I saw was the Grateful Dead at the Fillmore East,
and that act isn't too easy to
follow up.
Still, all hope was not totally lost. They started off
by executing "Introduction, "a
song made unpopular by the
Chicago Transit Authority.
And, if I could have heard
more than the drums and
trombones, I might have liked them. But the drummer had
two bass drums, and I'm pretty sure he used both of them
as much as he could all the
way through.
And, boy, did he ever look
cool twirling his sticks! Wow!
Incidentally, in case you
didn't notice it, and I don't
think you did, "Introduction"
which both opened and closed the show, sort of traces the
history of jazz-rock fusion.

anything else. When she runs a
surprise last minute act into
the follies, she acts as if she
was doing the same to the movie director.
Unfortunately, poor Barbra
cannot carry the whole affair
by herself. Omar Sharif as
Arnstein gives one of the most
insipid performances of his or
anyone's career. Kay Medford
as Mrs. Brice does give some
assistance, but she only appears in the first half,.
The story as a whole is
very good until the intermission about two hours into the
film. At the end of this half,
Fanny runs off to marry Arnstein after giving a rousing
Randy Bazemore, president
rendition of "Don't Rain on
of the Central Dance AssociaMy Parade."
The music in the second half tion, announced this week that
of the film is sparse. Too much the Hanley Sound Inc. will handle all sound equipment for the
of this half is wasted with
Sharif and his gambling. Still, Feb. 14 St. Valentine's Pop
the last scene in the film saves Festival.
Hanley is the resident sound
this half from being a complete
company for Fillmore East in
waste.
Dressed in black and sitting New York City.
In front of a black curtain,
Bazemore also announced
Barbra belts out" My Man" as that consessions would be solds
if the whole world depended on in the coliseum as usual. He
her getting It out.
added that members of the
Streisand had to share an audience would be able to come
Oscar last year with Kather- and go as they pleased.
lne Hepburn ("Lion in
Tickets for the festival are
Winter''). This almost seems
on
sale in both campus dining
a slap in the face to the little
Jewish girl from New York halls, Barnett's Music Center,
and at *adio stations WCCPin
City.
She poured her soul Into this Clemson., WQOK and Whiz In
movie. The audience should be Greenville, and WANS inAndhappy to receive It from her. erson.

Festival
Plans

LOST OR STOLEN FRIDAY NIGHT IN THE
FIELD HOUSE -

Film Club
Presents

I don't want to give you the
wrong impression about the
Brooklyn Bridge, but I heard
that when they played Carnegie-Mellon University two
weeks ago as a second bill
with Strom Thurmond, they
were viciously pelted with bubble gum.
Two things impressed me
early in the performance. One
was the way the guitarist used
his "wah-wah" pedal on
"Caroline." Really groovy!
He used the pedal similarly
skillfully on "Silent Majority, "
a song you'll probably be
able to pick up on your car
radio before too very long.
The other was the way those
three guys banged their tambourines in perfect harmony.
Their choreography wasfleetingly reminiscent of the Funky
Soul Train.
After those two outstanding
events, I really can't think of
too many other highlights of
the first half. It seems to me
they must have played the
same song over and over,
just starting at a different place
each time. If there's such a
thing as bubble gum jazzrock, they did it.

The second presentation of
the Fine Arts Film Club will
be "The Lavender Hill Mob,"
a British movie starring Alec
Guinness.
The film will be shown Feb.
8 at 8 p.m. in the Daniel Hall
Theatre.
Tickets for membership in
the film club will again be on
sale at this week's presentation. Season tickets may be
purchased for four dollars.

Clemson Players
Chree Gillespie and Mac Ellenburg are seen rehearsing
a scene from Jean-Paul Sartre's existential drama. "Mo
Exit." The play and two worki by French playwright
Samuel Beckett will be presented by the Clemson Players
Feb. 18-22.

Pepsi-Cola
and Tigers
Pour If On

Shop For Pappagallo
from Columbia
WILL HAVE A SPRING SHOWING OF LADIES SHOES AND FASHIONS
AT THE HOLIDAY INN
FEBRUARY 9 FROM 11 A.M. to 5 P.M.
In addition to spring and summer fashions, they will have fantastic
bargains on sale shoes which will be selling for less than one-half
price . . .

Don't Wait

A brown purse containing a brown pair of glasses and
a white billfold belonging to Jacqueline -Prior. If
found, contact the campus police.

ANOTHER
SONY FIRST!
Tape your own one-hour 8track stereo cartridge of music favorites or whatever you
wish and play it back at
home or in your car. The
Sony TC-8 is the first tape
deck of its kind to both play
and record. Compact, easyto-use, with Sonymatic Recording Control for perfect
recording without touching a
knob, Automatic Shut-off
Switch that turns off unit at
end of each track or cartridge, whichever you prefer,
Cartridge Alignment Indicator that warns if cartridge
is not inserted properly.
Connects instantly. Complete
your stereo enjoyment with
I the new Sony TC-8!

ALL TAPE PLAYERS
WE SERVICE
AND
HI-FI EQUIPMENT

Select Your Cards
and Candy While Stocks
Are Ample

Don Jones
Custom Stereo,

Inc.
1702 Lauren* Rd.
SONY pEE£E%Z23
Greenville, S. C.
You never heard it so good. i
235-1897

Call or stop in today.
And order it to arrive early
Across the street.
Or across the country.
A special
Valentine. At a
special price.

RADIO TO BE GIVEN TO SOME
LUCKY PURCHASER OF VALENTINE CANDY

-for That Special Valentine GiftSee Our Complete Selection
BRACELETS
BROOCHES
NECKLACES
RINGS
PEARLS
Etc.
102 College Ave.

flftWlftffl H&NW&ttQWt*

I think the group was tryThen came another intering to do a short history of mission for all those people
rock music, emphasis on the who had to go to the bathword "trying."
room for the second time in
They started out imtt»ftng an hour, followed ^Hun^y
Chicago, Crow, and Blood, ,«V tbe second half of the
Brooklyn Bridge.
Sweat and Tears, did a soul
They played a couple of
rendition of Creedence's
numbers by Sly and the Fam"Proud Mary," went on to the
Chambers Brothers, and ily Stone better than Sly himthrew in the Sioux Indians self. I suppose that's good.
on the warpath for good mea- At least, I think it is.
sure.
Anyway, they're good muBy that time I knew exactly sicians. You've 'got to give
why they called themselves
them that. Any group that
"train." During most of then- can take someone else's munumbers, they sounded exact- sic and imitate it note for note
ly like the 5:24 out of New
has got to be pretty good.
York, just passing through
The singer on "Suite: Judy
the Hoboken tunnels.
Blue Eyes" sounded exactly
The echo their amps creat- like David Crosby in parts.
ed reassembled the striking What I mean to say is that in
of a gong with a ball peen some parts of the music, he
hammer.
sounded like Crosby.
Still, their performance did
Okay, so now you're sayhave quite a bit of value.
ing that you went to the conThey can always be used as cert, and you didn't notice
a bad example.
any of that stuff at all. Well,
Then, after the first of too; alright, I'll have to admit it.
many intermissions, came , I made up that part about
the Brooklyn Bridge.
Carnegie-Mellon. I told you
Now, here, I have to admit it was a mistake.
that they really and truly
faked me out completely. I
thought they'd be worse than
they were. They didn't look
like their pictures at all.

Clemson, S. C.

Candy Wrapped For Mailing
At No Extra Charge

L.C. Martin Drug Co.
Your Rexall Store
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'Concept' Actors Radiate
Honesty And Sincerity
Carol and Ted and Alke nev-i
his drug-addiction. He is forced to beg just to be allowed' er discover.
into the family of ex-addicts.
Profits from The Concept go
to the Daytop Villages (Drug
I went to see "Bob and His first day is spent cleaning
Carol and Ted and Alice" on the toilets.
Addicts Yield To Persuasion)
Friday night, and "The Conin New York, one of which was
He soon learns that nothing
cept" on Sunday night.
almost recently screamed out
"BC&T&A" whispers a is free and gripes are not setof existence by a group of
theme of honesty, sincerity, tled with his fist, buthis image
violent women infuriated that
and love of our fellow man. remains unbroken.
a drug center would be located in their town.
"The Concept" screams it.
Each
member
of
Daytop,
In the opening scene of
If only those women could
"B&C&T&A," Bob and Carol, and each performer in "The
have seen the fascinating perConcept"
is
continually
visiting a self-awareness instiformance of The Concept.
tute, are engaged in a mara- searching for himself while
helping,
or
forcing,
the
others
thon to delve into the souls of
the participants. As they look to understand themselves as
into each other's eyes they well.
look straight out the backs of
their heads in what turns out
Family gripes are settled in
to be a complete farce.
encounter groups that sneer
By MICHAEL SMITH
They use the phrase "beau- at the ones in "B&C&T&A."
Featured Editor
tiful people" to the point of Truth is the only rule, and
The safest places on camnausea.
liars are shouted down into
pus for a student to have an
"The Concept" is a soul- humility.
accident seem to be the colisearching experience, too. But
Finally the performers en- seum during a basketball game
it's not a slick Hollywood
production where the most ter a marathon whkh not on- or at the stadium during a foothonest and sincere thing you ly breaks the image of the
ball game.
can do is to tell your best addict, but whkh extends into
During both football and
friend that his hair is dis- the audience and very nearly baseball seasons, an ambugustingly long.
breaks them as well.
lance equipped with driver,
"The Concept" is performed
oxygen,
stretchers, and any
by people who were forced
During the marathon the:
needed material is on duty.
into discovering honesty, and performers beg for each
The ambulance is provided
know how to re-enact that others' love. At first they want
discovery.
it, and they they need it. Selfby the Gregory Ambulance
consciousness and image are
Service of Greenville. BesidThe "play" is a documen- overcome. Their need for love
tary staged by drug addicts. extends emotionally and finalIt's not a testimonial. No one ly physically to involve the
during the course of the play audience.
There can be no more unstands up and says, "I have
seen the evils of drug use. I settling an experience than to
have been a bad boy. I am have the members of the cast
enter the audience asking,
here to repent my sins."
"Will you love me?" Youcan't
Rather, they convincingly just sit back and watch the
The Adler University study
and excruciatingly trace the performance. Not when a
tour is presenting an "upmember
of
the
cast
embraces
path of a busted junkie who
dated concept in student travchooses the rehabilitation of the person in front of you.
els" to Hawaii.
You have to be involved.
Daytop Village in lieu of five
The Adler, Duncan, Pierce
And then to realize that
years in jail.
Travel Associates in San
every
performer
actually
went
During the addict's grueling
Francisco is offering this inthrough all the events that
interviews and encounter
expensive trip to students from
were recreated that night on universities all over the coungroups every person in the
audience involuntarily en- stage. It's not only convinctry. While staying in Waikiki
ing, but chilling as well. Thedures the same self-searching
and studying at the Univeratrical is just not the word. sity of Hawaii, students will
torture that the addict is subjected to by fellow members
also tour different parts of the
The Daytop performers be- island which the tourist never
of Daytop.
lieve
in
their
work.
They're
Some of the scenes at Daysees.
spreading the message of Daytop are hilarious. Some are
The travel agency is handtop whkh extends far beyond
not. But rehabilitation isn't
ling all matters of arranging
curing themselves of drugs. for living accomodations and
all grimly serious. RehabiliThe performance is not just a enrollment into the Univertation is just a part of life,
commercial for the village, but
and life is as funny as it is
sity of Hawaii.
an invitation for all of us to
grim.
During the summer, the unienter the human race.
versity offers courses which
The addict enters the village
it usually doesn't usually ofwith a tough-guy image that
They bring about a kind of fer during regular school sesneeds breaking worse than
love of humanity that Bob and
sions. This is due, in part, to
the visiting summer professors system that the university
employs.
Courses to be offered range
from the traditional English,
history and math courses
taught by most universities
to courses in tropical agriculture, Chinese, Hawaiian, Hin-
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Gallery To Show
Three Exhibibits

By TOM PRIDDY
Staff Writer

This drawing for Ih* Vandirer Lakes
High School in Atlanta. Ga. is part of a
series of the overall design for the school.
The series is the work of Kemp Mooney

of the Clemson School of Architecture.
Work done by faculty members in the
architecture department is currently on
display in the Rudolph Lee Gallery.

Ambulance Service Is Volunteered
es being on call for Clemson ready to go anytime we're
home games, they also provide needed."
service for Furman, andBerFootball season brings the
ea, Parker, and Greenville biggest challenge to the ambuhigh schools.
lance drivers. Besides workTwo attendants for the am- ing in the first aid station,
bulance
service,
Welton they have to be ready to drive
"Shorty" Smith and Harold any of the two vehicles at a
Alexander, said that this moment's notice.
year's basketball season had
Alexander said that most
been quiet, compared to some serious injuries during the
of Clemson's football games football season were suffered
last fall.
by spectators. "We had sev"During basketball season, eral heart attacks and wreck
we usually just sit around and victims then. Most people we
watch the game," Smith com- treat, however, suffer from
mented. "Of course, we're heat exhaustion.'
Smith said he saw "only two
minutes" of the first home

Plans A nnounced
For Study Tours

di, Thai, Vietnamese, and
photography.
The projected cost for the
entire summer in Hawaii is
between $550 and $630 depending on where each student decides to live. This includes meals, personal expenses such as laundry, and
fees at the university.
Optional sightseeing tours
will also be available to persons traveling under the plan
to different points of interest
in the island chain.
Reservation deposits must
be paid to the travel agency
when application is made. The
entire bill must be paid by
May 1.
Information about the trip
may be received by contacting
The Adler University Study
Tour, 414 Clement St., Suite
6, San Francisco.

game of last season. "I had
to make two trips to the Anderson Hospital that day," he
added.
Both attendants said they
realized that there was a problem. "We could drive from
Greenville over here in about
ten minutes."
The ambulance service is
provided free to the university. If any patient needs
transportation, he pays the
bill.
Both Smith and Alexander
are volunteer workers. Both
are qualified first aid workers
and have occupations independent of this work.

Lee Hall Gallery will be exhibiting three different exhibits during the month of February.
Currently showing at the
gallery is an exhibit of
works by the faculty of the
Clemson department. The exhibit is a collection of designs,
drawings, plans and photographs ranging from vacation
houses to city government
complexes.
The display shows how a
professional architect would
present a presentation of his
work for a prospective client.
Many building projects in the
state are being shown.
The architect faculty exhibit
will show through Feb. 15.
Starting Feb. 9, a design
from Foothill College will be
shown in conjunction with the
South Carolina state convention of the American Institute
of Architects.

Foothill is a two-year community college in Los Altos,
Calif, which has won a number of architectural and design
awards. The exhibit illustrates how redwood and other natural materials were used in
the design and construction of
the buildings to create harmony and unity of landscape
and design.
This exhibit will be displayed at the gallery until
March 4. Starting Feb. 15, the
gallery will also be showing
two touring exhibits from the
George Eastman House in New
York.
The two shows "Six Photographers" and "Contemporary Photographers II" will
display the work of 12 young
photographers. Each photographer will have six works
exhibited.
Lee Hall Gallery is open
daily from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Even conservative profs rebel
against smear tactics on term
papers. You're always better off
v
with erasable Corrasable® Bond.
*-.; *
"f-4«4Bl-*
An ordinary pencil eraser lets
you erase without a trace on
Eaton's Corrasable typeEATON'S CORRASABLE i
I TYPEWRITER PAPER l
writer paper. At college bookstores and stationery stores.
Only Eaton makes Corrasable®
EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND TYPEWRITER PAPER

the one and only

Nikon F

Eaton Paper Division of fextronlPittsfield, Massachusetts 01201

Smudge-ins
are out

SYSTEM OF PHOTOGRAPHY

SEE what makes the Nikon F the most versatile of all 35's, the key to the most
complete and comprehensive photographic system ever created.
SEE the many interchangeable Nlkkor lenses; Including the unusual Fisheye Nikkor,
PC-Nlkkor, Mlcro-Nikkor, Zoom Nlkkors, and others.
SEE the interchangeable finders including the new Photomic T thru-the-lens
meter system.
SEE the many exciting accessories that (it the Nikon F for scientific, industrial,
and other technical applications.
F ANT'S CAMERA SHOP
Anderson, S. C. 29621
INC.
105 E. Whitner St.
' Photographic Dealer
Over 58 years
Phone 244-0707

Classified
New York to London—Summer vacation trips — round
trip $169. Now filling—small
deposit and payments—send
for free details. Student
Globe Roamers, Box 6575,
Hollywood, Florida 33021.

c
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is the

cRmlist}
In Concert
The iinal presentation of the Clemson University glee
club's "Backstage" will be tonight at 8 p.m. in Tillman
Hall auditorium. The show will feature Clemson students
in a series of songs, dances, and comedy routines.

Glee Club Announces
Final Performance
Clemson students' last
chance to see the men and
women's glee clubs production of "Backstage" will be
tonight at 8 p.m. in Tillman
Hall.
This year's presentation is
entitled '"That's Life" and is
featuring many of the student
entertainers who performed
before a large audience during last year's production.
Performers for "That's Life"
include soloists Donna
Brooks, Dave Reuter, Rod
Warson, a n d Dennis Page.
Duets will be performed by

Lynn Cromer and R'ggy Batson, and Sandi Piazza and
Charles Todd.
The choreography and special arrangements for the production will be handled by
Rick Marsden. Alan Benson,
glee club director, will direct.
The production includes
singing, dancing, and comedy routines. One of this year's
highlights will be a chorus line
composed of Clemson beauties.
Tickets for "Backstage" are
on sell at the door for one
dollar. Tonight's presentation
will be the final offering.

It's easy to tell a Paulist. lust
talk with him.
The first thing you notice is
that he's contemporary. He
ives today, but plans tomorrow
with the experience and knowledge of yesterday. That's a
Paulist characteristic: the ability to move with the times and
to meet the challenges of each
era.
\ Paulist is also the mediator
oi his age: he tries lo bring toether the extremes in today's
world and the Church, the liberals and the moderates, the
eternal and the temporal.
Next, he is very much an imliiilittil. It sets him apart immediately. He has his own particular talents and abilities - - and
he is given freedom to asc them.
you are interested in finding
out more about the Paulist difference in the priesthood, ask
for our brochure and a copy of
our recent Renewal Chapter
Guidelines.
Write to:

Venture:
Cook
exhausts
to clear
the air.
The problem: minimize the part the
internal combustion engine plays in air
pollution.
The primary goal: reduce auto exhaust
emissions dramatically through some
simple, inexpensive but effective method.
The solution? Five years of research
and development work by scientists,
engineers and technicians at Du Pont
have produced a non-catalytic emissions
control device called the exhaust manifold reactor. It has achieved the best
control of auto emissions by any system
known to date.
Mounted in place of the conventional
exhaust manifold, the reactor is an insulated outer shell with a tubular core.
Exhaust gases, mixed with injected air,
are held in the high-temperature zone
of the inner core until they are almost
completely oxidized.
The principle of finishing the combustion process in the exhaust system is not
a new one. But what is new is the effectiveness of Du Pont's device.
In individual tests of up to 100,000 miles,
emission levels have been below 30
ppm hydrocarbons and 0.6% carbon
monoxide, compared with 1970 standards
of 180 ppm hydrocarbons and 1.0% carbon
monoxide. And reactors now being tested
have further reduced carbon monoxide
emissions to 0.26%.^
The reactor system can be adapted
to any gasoline-burning automobile
engine. And soon metals research
should develop the low-cost materials
needed to make the reactor economical
for all new cars.
Innovation—applying the known to

discover the unknown, inventing new
materials and putting them to work,
using research and engineering to create
the ideas and products of the future—
this is the venture Du Pont people are
engaged in.
For a variety of career opportunities,
and a chance to advance through many
fields, talk to your Du Pont Recruiter.
Or send us the coupon.

Room 300
415 West 59th Street
New York. N.Y. 10019

T

Name
UniversityDegree

Vocation Director

cpaulist, _
^Fathetg

Du Pont Company, Room 7893, Wilmington, DE 19898
Please send me the booklets checked below.
□ Chemical Engineers at Du Pont
□ Mechanical Engineers at Du Pont
□ Engineers at Du Pont
□ Accounting, Data Systems, Marketing, Production

t
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Zatezalo Breaks Old ^*%J£
Career Scoring Mark ItJIH
By RAY SIS TARE
Sports Writer
George Dennis (Butch) Zatezalo rifled in a jump shot
•with 19:08 remaining in Wednesday night's game -withDuke
and became the all time leading scorer for the Tigers.
The Aliquippa, Pa. senior
paced the Tigers with 33 points
In the 92-88 loss to Duke.
Zatezalo entered the game with
a total of 1539 points scored
during his three year varsity
career.

Clemson guard Butch ZaiMalo maksi the jump-shot
that broke Bill Yarborough's all-time scoring record.
Zatezalo scored 33 points against Duke last Wednesday to
bring his career total to 1.572 points.

Sports

Briefs

All members of the Clemson Block C Club are
reminded of an important meeting to be held
next Tuesday. Members should inquire as to
time and place of the meeting with George Dueworth.
Three Clemson football players have been
drafted by the National Football League for the
upcoming 1970 season. Flanker Charlie Waters,
a 193 pounder from North Augusta, was drafted
in the fifth round by the Dallas Cowboys as a defensive back.
Also drafted by the Cowboys was Ivan Southerland, a 243 pound defensive end from Greenwood. The San Francisco 49'ers drafted 240
pound offensive tackle Jack King of Wilmington,
N. C.

WATERS

SOUTHERLAND

KING

Bill Yarborough held the
previous record of 1553
points. Yarborough's point
total included the 1952-53 season in which he played as a
freshman and scored 120
points. Yarborough did not
compete during the first semester of his sophomore year
but averaged 15.7 points a
game during the second half
of the season.
He was granted an extra semester
of eligibility and

played half of the 1956-57 year.
Yarborough averaged 28.3
points a game as a junior when
he recorded a total of 651
points. Yarborough had an overall 18.3 average during his
tenure at Clemson.
Zatezalo had already broken the marks for the most free
throws attempted (599) and the
most free throws made during
a career (459). His career
scoring average is 23.7 and he
assured ofbeingtheonlyClemson player in history to have
a career scoring average of
over 20 points.
Zatezalo's highest total for
one game was against Wake
Forest in 1969 when he pumped in 46 points. Wednesday
made the 13th time that Butch
has broken the 30 point barrier. Zatezalo has broken the
20 point mark in 45 of the 65
games in which he has played.
The 5-11 guard has not been
in double figures only two
times.

Cubs Recruit Four
New Jersey Stars
Ken Pengitore, Bill Pedhoretzky, Gary Brown and Henry
Merz, four outstanding high
school footballers from New
Jersey, have signed football
grants-in-aid with Clemson
University.
The inkings of the four
natives of New Jersey have
brought the Tigers' 1970
prospect list to 24. Clemson
chief recruiter Fred Cone signed all four.
Pengitore, who attends Manchester Regional High School
in Haldeon. N.J., is a 6-0,
190-pound quarterback who
Clemson assistant coach Larry Beckish calls "the finest
throwing quarterback in the
state.
Pengitore threw for 2,200
yards as a junior and came
back his senior year with approximately 1,500 yards
through the air.
Beckish and Clemson track
coach P. Wee Greenfield scouted Pengitore who is touted as
a fine all-round athlete. He is
a starter on Manchester's basketball squad and is the starting catcher on the school's
baseball team.
As a prep footballer, Pengitore was named to all-countv.
all-district and all-league honors.
Pedhoretzky is a hard-running fullback from East Paterson, NJ. The6-l,205-pound-

er led East Paters on High
School to an 8-1 record and
the District II co-championship.
He is a big, strong boy who
runs well and has been clocked in the 10-yard dash at
10.1.
Brown will join two of his
former Wayne Valley High
teammates on the Clemson
campus. Jeff Siepe, a defensive back, and tackle Gary
Gennerick attended Wayne
Valley and were instrumental
in helping the Tiger Cubs to
a 5-0 season last year.
Brown, who is a resident of
Wayne, NJ., is a 6-2, 220pound tackle. He played both
offense and defense as a prepster.
Beckish describes Brown as
"a kid with the potential to be
a fine football player. He has
a tremendous amount of desire and hustle and fine growth
potential."

Butch was the leading scorer in the ACC for the past two
years with 23.0 and 25.8
averages. The Tigers have
more scoring threats this year
and have been able to work the
ball Inside more so Zatezalo
has not been forced to take as
many shots as a year ago.
After Zatezalo made the important basket time was called
and he was presented with the
game ball and received a
standing ovation from those
present. The loss to the Blue
Devils dimmed the celebration
somewhat. Coach Bobby Roberts' clubs have always had
trouble with the Blue Devils,
taking only one victory in 16
games.
Robert's has made it a point
during the year to praise Zatezalo's play and leadership.
"He is a steady player and
almost always gives a good
performance," stated the Tiger coach.
Robert's also had praise for
Zatezalo after the Duke game,
"Butch did a fine job considering they had three men
guarding him", commented
Roberts, "But Thomas (Dave)
had an off night and that hurt
our outside game a lot." Thomas had a 3 of 7 night from
the floor.
Zatezalo was apparently
surprised when the game was
stopped "I was really surprised when they stopped the game
to let Mr. Yarborough hand me
the ball."
Zatezalo will have eight
more games to add to his record, but only one of them will
be at home. Clemson students
will get to see Zatezalo play
for the last time on February
28 against Wake Forest.

Ingram Announces New Staff Positions
Head football coach Hoolie Ingram hat
announced the organisation of his new
staff. Top row, left to right, are Doug
Barfield. Tom Bass, Larry Beckish, and

Ingram Announces
New Staff Assignments
Cecil
(Hpotie) Ingram,
football coach at Clemson,
announced Wednesday the organization of his coaching
staff, which is composed of 11
members.
,
Ingram, in taking over for
Frank Howard, who retired
last December after 30 years
at the post, retained six members of the old Clemson staff
and brought in five others.
Whitey Jordan, former head
offensive coach under Howard, will tutor the offensive
line of the Tigers, while Larry
Beckish, who was the offensive end and flanker coach,
will be in charge of receivers.
Doug Barfield, a new member from Southern Mississippi, has been designated as
offensive backfield coach.

Merz is described as having
fine ability on the football field
and should develop into a
real, good college tackle.

The four Mahaffey brothers who played basketball for Clemson since the 1958-59 season, now
have complete locks on career rebounding for the
Tigers. Richie, the last of the quartet,, has recently moved up in the standings to secure third
place among his brothers and could possibly move
into the number one position before the year is
over.
Heading the list of all time rebounders is
Randy with 705. In second place is Donnie with
666. Richie surpassed brother Tommy (649 rebounds) on the strength of his performance in
last Wednesday's Duke game. The youngest Mahaffey's career total now stands at 650 rebounds.
Richie will be eligible for five of the Tigers last
eight games.

We didn't want our bug to be a hog.
That's why we made it go about 26 miles
to a gallon of gas.
And why we persuaded it to take pints of
oil instead of quarts.
And why we gave it an air-cooled engine. (Air is free. Antifreeze isn't.)
And why we put the engine in the back so
you get more push from the rear wheels.
(And less pull from tow trucks.)
And that's why at trade-in time if things
are still the same as they have been, you
can count on getting back more of your

initial investment of $X,XXX* than practically
every other car owner gets of theirs.
After all, why shouldn't the car that's
been saving you money whileyou own itdo
the same when you sell it?

FRANK MYERS MOTORS, INC
3302 N. Main,St. Anderson, S.C.

N. C. STATE
FG FT REB PF TP
A-12 4-6 10
7.i3 io-n 7
13-17 ?-2 9 3 79
U-23 1-1
5 3 11
3-7
302
1 »
1-3 0-1
'
1
3-3 0-0
3
6
1-1 M
5
2
1-3 0-0
3
2
1-1
0-0 .
2
..
SO-M 19-13 45 16 lie
CLEMSON
'FG FTREB PFTP
Foster
5-4
3-5
7 4 7
Thomas
5-15 1-1
5
? II
Mahaffev
8-13 5-5 6
2 2!
Latin
'-8
7-12 10
4 15
Zatezalo
7-20 8-10 3
2 22
Coaklev
2-5
1-4
2
2
5
Holzshu
3-3
1-2 10 5
Wedeil
0-1
1-1
2 0
1
Ross
0-1
0-0 0 0
Tote is
30-70 W-40 H 16 E7
Score by periods
N. C. STATE
58 41 -119
Clemson
44
43 - S7
*tt. _ 7,600
Field Goal Perccntagei N. C. Stan
*n 3; Clemson 42.9.
Duke University
FG FT Reb P TP
Saunders
3-5 o-l
4 3 4
Devenzlo
2-4 1-3 4
Kathermafi
10-11
5-4 7
Denton
14-26 5-8 18
Evans .
2-4 3-4 2
Kuhlmeier
0-1
0-0 0
Blackman
5-9 2-2 10
Totals
38-42 16-24 45 20 92
Team rebounds not included in above
totals 2.
Percentages: FG-61.3; FT-72. 7.
Clemson Univ.
FG FT Reb F TP
Foster
7-11
1-3
15
Coaklev
2-3 1-1
0 5
Thoams
3-7 00
1
6
Yates
2-4
1-2
4 5
Mahaffey
5-9 3-8
4 13
4-11
Latin
3-6
4 11
14-28 5-5
Zatezalo
4 33
Totals
37.75 14-25 31 20 88
Team rebounds not included in above
totals 1.
Percentages: FG-49.3; FT-54.0.
Duke
51 41 - 92
Clemson
42 46 - 88
Attendance 4,500.

The defensive crew will be
composed of entirely new personnel. George Mclntyre,
who came to Clemson from
Tampa, will have charge of
the defensive secondary. Jim
Johnson, late of the Iowa State
coach staff, has been given the
task of the defensive line; and
Doug Shively, after stints at
Virginia Tech and Kentucky,
has charge of the linebackers.
Ingram said all the personnel had been designated as
assistant coaches and that he
would not have a head offensive or a head defensive coach
as had been the case with
Howard the last four seasons.

Leaving?
Clemson's new head football coach Hootie Ingram has set the dates for his first spring practice.
The Tigers will open drills Monday, March 2,
and hold four practices a week for the following
five weeks, culminating the off-season workouts
Saturday, April 11, with the annual spring game.
Ingram expects to have 44 lettermen returning from last year's team which includes 28 juniors and 16 seniors. Pushing these veterans will
be a group of rising sophomores advancing from
an undefeated (5-0) freshman team which knocked off Georgia, Wake Forest, Georgia Tech, Duke,
and South Carolina.
There are seven starters returning from the
offense while eight defensive starters will return.

Tom Bass, who has been
head freshman coach at Clemson for the past three years,
will continue in that capacity.
Bass' Cubs went through the
season undefeated (5-0) last
year with victories over Georgia, Wake Forest, Georgia
Tech, Duke and South Carolina.
Assisting Bass will be Gordon Norwood, who comes
here from Arkansas where he
was an alternate quarterback
while Ingram was an assistant coach there. Norwood
will be the Cubs' offensive
coach.
Ronnie Grace, the assistant
freshman coach for the past
three years under Howard,
will serve as head scout.
Norwood is said to be one
of the finest all-round athletes
ever to come out of Arkansas. Although redshirted for
a year at Arkansas, he earned two letters following a fabulous high school career at
Pine Bluff.
He was twice all-state and
all-southern and named to the
prep Ail-American squad in
football; was twice all-state in
basketball; set a state discus
record, won the Meet of Champions (in Houston, Texas) in
the high hurdles and was state
decathlon champion in track:
and was considered to be an
exceptional golf prospect.
College scholarships were
offered him in four sports. He
won every sports award his
junior and senior high school
could give him, capped by the
Gottlieb Award as the state's
top prep athlete. Norwood is
24 years old.

the only expensive
thing about a
CARAVELLE

watch
is how Bulova
makes it
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fo„10

Wffeoe&u.
116 N. MAIN
ANDERSON, S

When crystal, cat

,.: c'rowii remain Intact.

COMPANION - Precision jeweled, waterproof.* Sweep second
hand.
$10.95
PRINCESS—Precision
jeweled. Classic styling. Shock-resistant.
Cord bracelet. $12.95

Send a LoveBundle
for Valentines Week.

Box Scores
Ccder
>.WI!iford
Anheuspr
Coftwich
Heartlev
Wells
Dunning
l.ovisa
Risinger
Tillev
Totelj

This was the post held by
Art Baker, who hassincejoined the staff at Texts Tech under Jim Carlen.

Merz, like Brown, is a 6-2,
220 pounder who played offensive and defensive tackle.
He hails from Oakridge, NJ.,
and attended Jefferson Township High School.

Sports Briefs

After you've paid for it,
it starts paying for itself.

Ronnie Grace. Bottom row, left to right,
are Jim Johnson, Whitey Jordan, George
Maclnlyre, and Doug Shively.

GAY
CLOTHING
On the Square
Anderson, S. C.

Why squeeze a lot of Love into just
one day?
Order a LoveBundle to arrive early.
It's a unique arrangement designed
to stretch Valentine's Day into a week.
Because the flowers will last.
A special Valentine. Only at FTD
florists. At a special price.
n»

Usually available at %\/ KlJ
less than
t,Mm**J\J

FINAL CLEARANCE

Cardigans
V-Neck Pullovers
3-Button Pullovers
100% Alpaca

HERON0.1

12-14 Colors
to Choose From

BUDWEISER
OF ANDERSON, INC.
WHOLESALER

All For The
Low Price of

$15.00

♦AS an independent businessman, each FTD Member Florist sets his
own prices.

«04 N. MURRAY AVE.. P.O. SOX 1642. STA.
ANDERSON. S. C. 29621
PHONE: 226-6028
WHOlfSAtf*
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By LARRY THOMA
Sports Writer
The Clemson Tiger baseball
team has opened drills for the
1970 season and Coach Bill
Wilhelm welcomed 15pitchersi
and seven catchers to the first
practice session.
Coach Wilhelm will be entering his 14th season as Tiger
head man. During his 13 year
tenure, Wilhelm has never had
a losing record with the Tigers
and has captured the ACC
crown once, in 1967. Last year
he guided the Tigers to a 2717-2 season and finished with
a 12-8-1 record in the ACC.

Clemson's own version of the Harlem
Globetrotters is really a sight to see. The
fabulous demonstrations of hardwood wizardry that Clemson fans are subjected to are
too much, for the mere mortal that I am, to
bear.
While they are almost as funny as the
Globetrotters, our cheerleaders feeble attempts at basketball as halftime entertainment leave much to be desired. At least they
have stopped bringing their shedding pompoms onto the floor.
By playing during halftime, the cheerleaders not only mess the floor up; but they
interfere with the poor guy with the broom
who is trying to clean up for the second half
of what the fans paid three dollars to see.

And Stay Out
Tiger Greg Latin is seen as he was ejected from Wed-
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HAVING THE CHEERLEADERS play basket- | nesday's Duke game after an exchange of pleasantries.
Roberts tries to intervene on Latin's behalf, but to
ball for us at halftime is strictly bush-league •* Coach
no avail.
and not in keeping with the high-calibre £:
league in which Clemson plays. I thought 8
cheerleaders were supposed to cheer instead ;■>
of play.
8
I suppose all of this could be attributed ?:
Lest the men of the team be
Under ever-darkening skies
to the fact that Clemson just doesn't have :j:'|
ridiculed
too much for these
Clemson's
rugby
team
defeatthe right showmanship that is a part of every j*
ed the Atlanta Rugby Club 9-0 two oversights, it must be
other college basketball game I've seen. This •;•:' In the second of a two match noted that our pansies kept
fact is most embarrassingly shown when 8 series this past Sunday; but the team in Clemson's terrisome Neanderthalic-intelligence life form in | lost the first match, in keep- tory much of the time with
the stands throws cups and/or ice onto the •:•: ing with tradition, 6-0. Clem- amazing backward movements
floor.
£: son will entertain the Univer- and passing blunders.
Fine running tactics by
sity of Georgia this Sunday
So what if the referee did make a bad :•:• for two matches in hopes of Augis made photographing him
call? After all, basketball is only a game. -|: bettering last semester'sper- impossible, but Brazier's
Booing and screaming should certainly suf- 8 formance against the Bulldog good sportmanship in nullifying his own score and acknowfice any referee. The danger to referees and •:•: Ruggers who managed but an ledging
good, crisp tackles
8-0 victory over Clem.son
players (perhaps our own players) who may 8 then.
certainly added to his admirbe hit by such missiles or who may slip and j§
able reputation.
Clemson was happy to have
fall on such court debris far outweighs any :j:|
The matches will begin at
John
Shields of football play2
p.m.
on
the
football
practice
coolness imparted to the projector. Such 5:
ing Sunday, although his timfield, and it is advised that
displays are abhorrent and serve only to em- 8 spectators come early to se- ing in performing certain
barrass Clemson and its athletes.
8 cure a viewing spot.
physiological functions was
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ANOTHER AREA in which Clemson's basketball format could be improved is by the
addition of some kind of halftime demonstration as a regular part of the night's entertainment. Such a demonstration — fencing,
wrestling, karate — has been rare indeed this
season. Barring the appearance of coaches
Ingram and Howard, I have seen only one
demonstration. Perhaps clubs interested in
presenting some sort of halftime show should
solicit the cheerleaders or other appropriate
persons.

Ruggers Split
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The first match against Atlanta was a remarkable display of superb defense and an
equally remarkable display of
team confusion oft offense.
While everyone wondered if
they should eat Gunn'spot pies
afterwards, Atlanta put together two long runs among
their forwards to score the
winning tries.

a bit disgusting.
All our ruggers look forward to the return of several
comrades this week: Bob Applebaum, who. we understand
recently wore tassels^nd get
so cool he developed a lung
infection; Ed Hughes, whowill
soon return from Washington
after writing his first political song, "Wish Mom Would
Marry Strom:'

Coach Wilhelm will be assited this year by Bill Pete, a
grad student working toward
his masters degree. Pate compiled a fine American Legion
record while at Timmonsville,
S.C. and his help will greatly
assist Coach Wi lhelm in guiding the Tigers.
Coach Wilhelm describes
his team as " a very young club
with a good nucleus." Our
team Is composed predominantly of sophomores from
large number of freshman we
had on last year's team. We
had many freshmen playing
last year, and at times we
started 8 freshmen in a varsity
game.
"This year they form the
nucleus around which our team
will be built," he added, "Our
future looks so good for the
next couple of years, that recruiting will probably be cut
back sharply."
Baseball is one of the intercollegiate sports that allows
freshmen to participate in varsity competition, and Coach
Wilhelm took good advantage
of that fact last year.
Clemson's success will depend on several returnees
from last year's club. Pitchers
Rusty Gerhardt and Dave Von
Volkenburg, both lefthanders,
are expected to carry the brunt
of the Tiger's mound work
while utility man Calvin
Weeks, Craig White, third
baseman Don Russell, short-

stop Randy Brag and infielder
Rick Young are counted upon
to be the productive hitters.
Gerhardt, a 5-9, 160 pound
sophomore from Baltimore,
Md., was the ACC strikeout
king last year fanning 99 batters in 91 innings while posting a 7-3 record.
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SUMMER IS

RECRUITMENT
74JM 6c i*ttenvU«U*tf

Engineering Students
OH

REGISTERED

DIAMOND

ALL OPTIONS

Stt
YOUR PLACEMENT
OFFICER FOR AN APPOINTMENT
AND AN INFORMATIVE BROCHURE
ON PROFESSIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
AVAILABLE WITH
THE CHARLESTON

Concerts and lectures will
be given by resident musicians and visiting experts.
Dormitory accommodations
are available for students in
academic courses and workshops. '

A SUPPORT FACILITY FOR NUCLEAR POWERED
SUBMARINES AND OTHER MODERN NAVAL VESSELS

Rings *rom $100 to $10,000. T-M Reg. A. H. Pond Company,

Director of the Summer Program,

SOUTHAMPTON
COLLEGE
LONG ISLAND UNIVERSITY
Southampton, N.Y. 11968 • (516) AT3-4000
Please send me Summer Program bulletin.
I am interested in □ 1st session □ 2nd session

j HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING |
1 Please send new 20 page booklet, "Planning Your Engagement and Wedding" |
. and full color folder, both for only 25c. Also, tell me how to obtain the beautiful '
J 44. page Bride's Keepsake Book at half price.
S-70 I

I
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I

I attend.
College

Year

Major

Name
Address
City

|_K_E_E PS_>^_K_E ^jf°_^_£_JJ^S_S:_BOX_90. SYRACUSE,

N.Y.

13201 j

An Equal Opportunity Employer
State

NAVAL SHIPYARD

LOCATED AT CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA

IN SCULPTURE, CERAMICS,
PAINTING AND FILMS

ACCREDITED UNDERGRADUATE
COURSES IN HUMANITIES "SCIENCE
• SOCIAL SCIENCE • MARINE SCIENCE • EDUCATION plus limited graduate offerings. Courses are open to
visiting students who are in good
standing at their own college.

February 13,1970

RINGS

TWO FOUR-WEEK WORKSHOPS

June 22 - July 24
July 27 - August 28

JUDGE KELLER'S
Khaki Pants
Fatigue Pants
Dress Pants

CHARLESTON NAVAL SHIPYARD

TCe epsa
ep> s a. Ice*

■ Students at Southampton College are
encouraged to actively support and participate
in any positive new effort which seeks to improve
things in this wobbly world.
■ Of course, Southampton, with its delightful summer
climate, offers countless opportunities for
lighter types of involvement, too ... like
beaches ... boating ... golf... theatres ...
art colonies . .. and other activities which make
Southampton a synonym for what summer
should be all about.
■ This summer... be where it is.
Southampton College.

Stand Up And Holler

FUTURE

All your sharing,
all your special memories
will be forever
symbolized by your
diamond engagement ring.
If the name,
Keepsake is in the ring
and on the tag,
you are assured of
fine quality and
lasting satisfaction.
The engagement diamond
is flawless,
of superb color and
precise modern cut.
Your Keepsake Jeweler
has a choice selection
of many lovely styles.
He's listed in
the yellow pages
under "Jewelers."

_ _

The season opens at home
on March 7th with a double-

header against the Unlver-;
sity of Louisville. Coach Wei-1
helm will be ready with his,
squad to fight for Clemson's;
students, honor and tradition.'
Fans can look forward to:
a strong Tiger team for the
1970 season.

Coach Wilhelm is cautious
to predict the success of his
team and stated "he does not
want to expect too much." He
would rather let the season
progress and speak for itself.
He did mention though that he
would like to capture the ACC
crown this year, but added that
the conference champs have
always had a great senior pitcher to anchor the staff. The
Tigers have none.
Coach Wilhelm will reply on
the flexibility and balance of
his team to play the grueling
51 game schedule which Is
composed of manydoubleheaders. He plans to use liberal
substitutions in a rotating pattern in order to play everyone
and keep the quality of all his
players at a fine edge.
Many different pitchers will
be used in Coach Wilhelm's
plans to split the pitching asPretty freshman cheerleader Libby Kossler turns the
signments, at least for the earTigers on as she leads the troops in cheering the freshmen
ly part of the season, by us- on to greater endeavor.
ing more than one pitcher per
game.
Jimokey Says:
"Starting
assignments'
.AAKTCHINt
aren't definite and any number 'OVER YOU-YOU
WATCH
OVER lOW
of different pitchers could
FOREST
start for us during the season," Wilhelm said.
The Tigers will be playing on
a brand new field which has
been built just off Stadium
Road. The new field is expected to reduce the number of
home runs hit by the Tigers
and opponents because of the
wind difference between the,
two fields.
Take the liberty to protect
your forests!
At the old field the wind blew

When you know
it's for keeps

AT SOUTHAMPTON!

away from the batter, helping
carry a hit fly ball. At the
new field though, the wi nd will
be blowing towards the batter, keeping many long balls
hit from going for home runs.

Van Volkenburg, a 6-2 193
pound sophomore southpaw
from Erie, Pa., led the Tigers
in innings pitched with 92 1/3
on route to striking out 86
batters.

11TH GAME?

6
As long as rumors are flying around the
8 Clemson sports world, how about the ones
8 about who the Tigers will play for their 11th
8 game next year?
8
The obvious choice seemed to be N. C.
•":• State but the first rumblings pointed to Ten8; nessee or some other SEC power. The ru•:| mors shifted, a little later, to Florida but this
ig one was quickly ruled out when some anony8: mous source reported that Clemson had turn•g ed down a $160,000 offer from the Gators to
g: play in the Gator Bowl.
:g
Meanwhile, "those in the know" placed
8 their bets on the Rice Owls in Death Valley
^ on Sept. 12.

TWO FIVE-WEEK SESSIONS
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Clemson Baseball Team
Prepares For New Season

By BILL RHODES
Sports Editor

»,

THE TIGER

7in

"^
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THE TIGER

Davis Fund
Is Started

Feb. 6, 1970

CAMPUS NEWS

Campus organizations have
begun a drive for collecting
money for the Rodney Davis
fund.

Watson To Address YR's
Republican
Congressman
Albert Watson will speak to
the Young Republicans Club
Feb. 12 at 7 p.m. in Tillman Hall auditorium.
Although as yet uncommitted, Watson is considered a
likely candidate fortheRepub-j
lican nomination for governor '
in the November election.

will address the Unitarian
Universalist Fellowship Sunday at 10:30 a.m. in theYMCA
Clubroom.
The public is Invited.

PHI ETA SIGMA
Phi Eta Sigma, a scholastic
honor fraternity, will hold an
informal smoker for eligible
UNITARIAN
FELLOWSHIP
students in room 211 of BraEverett Laitala, state pre- ckett Hall Feb. 12 at 7 p.m.
Members will have an opsident of the South Carolina
Council on Human Relations portunity to talk with prospec-

tive pledges and discuss future business.

The Gallery is open daily
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

GALLERY EXHIBITS
Lee Hall Gallery will present the Contemporary Photographers I-II Show beginning
Feb. 15.
The show had earlier been
incorrectly reported as beginning Feb. 1. Presently the
Gallery is exhibiting works of
the College of Architecture's
faculty.

FENCING
The Fencing Club will meet
opposing teams from the University of NorthCarolina, N.C.
State and the Citadel Saturday
at 9:30 a.m. in the Big Gym
of Fike Field House.
Interested persons are encouraged to attend.

Davis' room in the intensive care unit of the Columbia
Memorial Hospital costs 75
dollars per day. This does not
Include doctor bills, drugs,
and other hospital expenses.
Davis' parents are both
staying with him around-theclock in order to save the
money which would be necessary to pay a nurse.
Students are asked to give
generously to the fund.

ProgramDesigned
To Aid Teachers

An experimental teacher's
aide program that gets firstyear education students out
of the college classroom and
into local schoolrooms has
been established by the University's College of Education.
Customarily, education majors receive almost no formal
practical training with children and teachers in the
schoolroom until the senior
year, when they student teach.
Last semester, however,
some 20 students — 90 percent freshmen — participated
as teachers' aides in 21 cooperating elementary and secondary schools in Anderson,
Oconee and Pickens Counties.
As part of an education orientation course, the aides
8pent nine weeks assisting
teachers for one to three hours
weekly in various activities:
distributing papers, listening
to pupils read, preparing bulletin boards, operating duplicating equipment, and various other non-instructional
duties.
Dean H.F. Landrith of the
College of Education says,
"The program gives prospective teachers invaluable insight into the nature of teaching and individual needs of
students, and helps them understand the theory behind
their education courses. Exposing them to both ■-exciting
and menial aspects of teaching gives them a realistic picThe Study Hall's new flashing sign will not be allowed ture of the profession."
to flash, according to Mayor John LaGrone. Town ordiBesides improving teacher
nances prohibit such signs from the downtown area.
education, he says, the pro-

No Neon

Davis, a sophomore at,
Clemson was involved in anj
automobile accident on Sept.'
10 of last year. He has been
unconscious since that date.

gram can improve instruction
quality by partly relieving the
classroom teacher of some
non-teaching duties.
Dr. C. R. Freeze, associate
professor of education and a
current director of the project, says, "We plan to extend
the program so education students eventually get this kind
of practical experience during;
at least three of their four
years of undergraduate study."
In the future, he says, university-sponsored in-service
trainirig sessions or workshops for public school teachers and principals will show
how to better utilize the aides
and allow them to work more
closely with pupils.

Debate Club

Debators Enjoy Success
By PAT WAYNE
Staff Writer
The Debating Team was
successful at a debate tournament they attended last week
end at Wingate College.
In the debate, Larry Stroud
and Ken McNabb won the
consolation trophy with an
overall record of four wins
and two losses.
John Carson won firstplace
in oral interpretation with his
reading of Thomas Wolfe's
poem, "You Must Have Been
Away." Faye Ruff was also a
finalist in the category.

LOOK! LOOK! LOOK!
$100.00 over Factory Invoice Cost will buy
ANY NEW car on our lot. - Or we will order
to your specifications.

CHRYSLERS, PLY-

MOUTH FURYS, SATELLITES, ROAD RUNNERS,
G.T.X.S, DUSTERS, BARRACUDAS.

Also we

give Top Trades. SEE US TODAYI

DALTON-GILES MOTORS, INC.
N. FIRST ST.

NOW SHOWING

SENECA, S. C.

Larry Stroud won first place
in after dinner speaking with
his speech on Frank Howard's retirement as head football coach.
In the persuasive speaking
category, the participant gives
a speech on a state, national,
or international issue. Faye
Ruff, who spoke on "the black
man's role in alleviating black

man's plight in America, "won
second place.
The Debating Team has attended seven tournaments so
far, and three more remains.
Next weekend the team will
fly to Mobile, Ala., for the
tournament at Spring Hill.
The team is now making
plans for the Calhoun Forensics Tournament which wi 11
be held here on March 6 and
7.

Wfi"

New . . . and from Sweden
X Rating — In Color
STARTS SUN.

FEB. •

JEROME HELLMAN-JOHN SCHLESINGER
PRODUCTION

Forget Gloomy Winter
Get Ready For Summer

Motor Sport Expo

HOFFMAN
JON
VOKSHT
MIDNIGHT

®

ii

COLOR by DeLuxe

STARTS THURS. - FEB. 12

Feb. 18-21

Textile Hall

"DAZZLING"

—LIFE »

Presenting
Boats — Autos — Campers — Planes
Dune Buggies — Go-Karts — Race Cars
Sporting Equipment and Information
Entertainment — Door Prizes — Free Parking

PARAMOUNT Pirn RES ,,.>■> . urn mj«

FRANCO ZEFFIRELIJ

ROMEO
^iit^^ UCHNICOUHl* APARAMOUNT HCTUBE

Clemson Theatre

